Change 37704 options: Re-evaluate the collection of the Graduation-Only Test (GP) Record

Option 1: Drop collection of GP Record, and add elements to the Student Attribute No Date (FN) Record

- If this is the option that is chosen, then the Courses Completed Date (GP090) and Courses Completed IRN (GP100) would be added to the end of the FN.
- Also collected in the Graduate Collection Window (G), would be the following elements;
  - CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met (FN240),
  - CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met (FN250),
  - CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption Code (FN300),
  - Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement (FN260),
  - Fiscal Year that Student Began Ninth Grade (FN110),
  - Military Compact Graduation Alternative Count (FN310), and
  - OGT Graduation Alternative (FN120)
- The Student Special Education Graduation Requirement (FE) Record would be required for students exempted if the last attending district is not the same as the reporting district.

Option 2: Continue to collect the GP, adding 27 additional elements to the record, which are from the FA and FN records.

- Add the following Grad-Only Test Score Elements for End of Course Assessments, with options to cover passed, excused, college credit or course credit alternatives, etc:
  - Algebra I
  - American Government
  - American History
  - Biology
  - English Language Arts I
  - English Language Arts II
  - Geometry
  - Mathematics I
  - Mathematics II
  - Physical Science
- Add the following Grad-Only Test Score Elements for Work Keys Assessments, with options for passed:
  - Locating Information (LCIF)
- Minimally add the following to the valid options Grad-Only Test Score Elements:
  - Passed, ACT
  - Passed, SAT
  - Passed, Work Keys
  - Met through Military Compact Graduation Alternative
- Add the following to the Grad-Only Test Scaled Score Elements:
  - Algebra I
  - American Government
  - American History
  - Biology
  - English Language Arts I
  - English Language Arts II
  - Geometry
  - Mathematics I
  - Mathematics II
  - Physical Science
  - Locating Information (LCIF)
- Also collect the following elements (currently on the FN):
  - CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met (FN240),
  - CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met (FN250),
  - CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption Code (FN300),
  - Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement (FN260),
  - Fiscal Year that Student Began Ninth Grade (FN110)